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[00:00:04] AK: Today is Monday, February the 22nd, 1993. I'm Aubrey Kerr, and I'm in my offices at the
Encore Centre, and I have with me Hugh MacKenzie. And thanks very much for coming in. And what
we're going to do now is just check the voice level. And if you'd like to say a few things there...
HM: It was nice that you got a hold of me and I appreciate that very much.
AK: Okay. Just to clear the record here. Your name is spelled M-A-C, capital K?
HM: Capital K.
AK: Yeah. E-N-Z-I-E. And where were you born, Hugh?
HM: I was born in Medicine Hat. In '27.
AK: Right.
HM: And then went to Black Diamond. That's when I was about three months old, with my dad who was,
worked in the, as a fireman on the old cable tool rigs there, and the old Cotton Belt. Well, west of
Millarville, which is one of the early old-time wildcat wells.
AK: Right.
HM: And I got all my education and, between loyalties, Longview and North Turner Valley High School.
AK: Okay. Now, what, grade did you get to in your education?
HM: I got my senior matriculation in grade 12 and, in North Turner Valley High School.
AK: Did you have any idea that you should go on to, say, university, or?
HM: I did but that was just in wartime and money was a little short and my dad was still an hourly wage
earner. And so I thought, well I'll work for a while and go back. But I never got back until several years
later.
[00:02:04] AK: So during the War, there was a very great shortage of help. What age did you start
working?
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HM: I started at age 14 for the Purity 99 Refiners, which was a company that's nonexistent anymore. But
I worked in the refinery there, building firewalls and running the shovel pretty well, and a little bit of
anything else that was left over that they could get the kids to do those days.
AK: And that was a summer job or was that...?
HM: That was a summer job. And then in 1943, I went to work for Madison Natural Gas, in the summer.
And that led over into an all-time job. I'd go to school in daytime and work afternoon shift at the
compressor plant. And our foreman there, he reviewed our school marks with a, with the principal of
the high school every month, and if our marks were going down, we got fired.
AK: I see.
HM: If we didn't do our job right, we got fired. So we had it over our head all the time.
AK: Yeah. Tell me, going right back to day one. Do you remember what your starting salary was, or
starting wage?
HM: 25 cents an hour, all the hours you wanted, and no overtime. And you got a lunch break of 20
minutes and that was it.
AK: That's it. And you had to find your own way out to the job and back?
HM: Oh, yeah. You had to report to the plant, didn't matter how you got there. But the only thing they
ever, ever really laid into you about was being late. You know, your ride might have been held up or
something but they didn't take that into consideration those days.
AK: And what about this fellow Mahlon? Did you have anything to do with him?
HM: No, I wouldn't even know the man. He was over here and...
AK: He was the big boss...
HM: He had some interest in packing plants.
AK: Yeah.
HM: And the old Maple, I think it was Maple Leaf packing plants or something. He was just a wheelerdealer in those days.
AK: That's right. So when you went over with, to Madison, who was your boss there, Hugh?
HM: Bud Pearson was my boss and Les Williams.
AK: Yeah. And they were production foremen?
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HM: Well, they were plant... Bud was Plant Superintendent at the plant in Turner Valley, and Bud
Williams was his assistant.
AK: Well now, when we talk about the plant at Turner Valley are we talking about the one that had the
towers there, the glycol towers?
HM: That's right. The one right down just by the river there.
AK: Yeah.
HM: And the swimming pool.
AK: That's still sitting there.
HM: That's the one...
AK: With the Horton spheres and all that.
HM: Yup.
AK: Yeah. Okay. And what kind of money were you getting there?
HM: Oh, I was really in big money then. I was 40 cents an hour then.
HM: Right... And do you remember when you are making these huge amounts of money, did you
remember ever having to pay into unemployment insurance, or...
AK: No, there was nothing like that.
HM: Nothing like that. You just took that money home.
AK: That's right. It was all yours except for a little income tax and it wasn't too great in those days.
HM: No. Okay, so then you stayed at, with Madison 'till what year?
AK: I stayed with them until I was transferred to Leduc. The discovery was in '40...
HM: Seven.
AK: Seven, yeah, well it'd be ‘47, I went up there to Leduc. They were drilling the seventh well when I
went up there. And I stayed there 'till '49 when I was permanently transferred to Redwater. At Leduc, I
was, went up there as a battery operator, or separator operator, whatever they wanted to call them in
those days, and I was at that for about three weeks when they put me as head operator on shift. And I
stayed on the evening shift there, and the midnight shift. I worked that for six months straight. And the
job was just running around from one battery to the other when, to see if the green operators was in
trouble with anything.
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AK: I see. So you were kind of a troubleshooter?
HM: Troubleshooting, yeah.
AK: And who was your supervisor?
HM: Bill Cousins was my supervisor there, back on that job.
AK: He'd come up. Well then where did he fit in with Campbell Aird?
HM: Campbell Aird was the superintendent, he was the superintendent.
AK: So Bill Cousins reported to...?
HM: Campbell.
AK: Right. I see. And did you have very much to do with Campbell?
HM: Not too much, you know. Like working the afternoon shift, the midnight shift, you hardly ever seen
your supervisors because they didn't stay around for there was...
AK: No. They wanted to go to bed. [00:07:15] So, you were mentioning on the phone that you had
worked on the chain gang over at Atlantic.
HM: That's right. And that was for old Roy Redford. He was the boss on there.
AK: That's right. Well now, do you remember getting danger pay?
HM: That's right. I can't remember now how much it was a day, but they give us danger pay and they
issued us some clothing and an explosion proof flashlight, which I still have in my possession. It's an
explosion proof flashlight, it probably won't work now.
AK: Yeah I know.
HM: It seemed to me it was six-dollars a day danger pay, and we worked 12 hours a day at the end
there. I was on the pumps that was pumping the salvage oil into Nisku and I worked from, from
midnight, or from noon 'till midnight, that was our 12-hour shift. And the other guy worked and we did...
there was no such thing as changing shifts or relief on it, you stayed on it.
AK: Yeah, you didn't, no short changes or anything.
HM: No. No change at all. You just stay on it.
AK: Well did you, did you work on those pumps at the river bottom, those water pumps?
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HM: No, I was never on the water pumps. I was on the oil pumps all the time. And water pumps, they
had a group of them at the river and they also had a group of them just straight west of Atlantic 3 where
they were drilling one of the relief wells.
AK: Yeah. Well that was battery 12.
HM: That's right, yup.
AK: Battery 12 is where they had the big pumps,
HM: Right. And they had all those extra tank, tankage built there and everything.
AK: Yeah. I've already combed quite a bit out of the Atlantic 3 story. I don't know, did you ever hear
about my book?
HM: I've heard about your book. I never got a copy of it.
AK: Yeah, well it's, as I said, it's a little late now, it's out of print. But it really gives a good story, but it's
stories like yours that are always interesting to get. Now the connection that I see was with a fellow
named Harry Andrewski. Do you remember him? He was working on those pumps that were across the,
across the road.
HM: Yeah. Then I can't...
AK: Harry Andrewski.
HM: Yeah, I can, the name, I can place the name but I can't put a face on it right now.
[00:09:51] AK: Okay. And did you have anything to do with cleaning up the lease at all?
HM: No, no. I went back to completion work with, with Imperial then. Working under Henry Berger.
Henry was my boss, he put me on the straight completion work there and then they transferred me to
Redwater permanently on completion work, back when they discovered that.
AK: Well now when you were working for Henry, you still hadn't got to use service rigs, you were using
the rig.
HM: We were using the big rigs in those days.
AK: Whatever was there, you just kept it there until you got your...
HM: That's right.
AK: ... your tubing run and...
HM: Sometimes you know, some of them wells, I seen this with them big rigs on there for 6 and 8 days
at a time, you know?
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AK: Yeah, that was costing them money. [00:10:48] Okay, so you, were you, you weren't married yet?
HM: No, I didn't get married until 1955.
AK: Oh, I see. Was that somebody you met up at Redwater?
HM: No, I met my wife at General Motors Acceptance Corporation because I was financing the car.
AK: Oh? Is that right? She was one of the office people, eh?
HM: Yeah, she was the, one of the head clerks there. And that's how I met her.
AK: Where was this, in Edmonton?
HM: No, in Calgary here.
AK: Oh, right in Calgary, oh. So you were buying a new car and then you got a new bride as well.
HM: Yeah.
AK: Isn't that interesting. And then you, you were finished with Redwater by that time weren't you?
HM: No. No, I was still at Redwater. I was out, like I covered everything out of the main field there.
AK: Yeah.
HM: And out of, to even to Drayton Valley at that time. I got mixed up in that stuff out there. But still
with my office in Redwater. And then in 1956 we found that discovery in Fort St. John. The first oil well
up there, which was...
AK: Oh, Boundary Lake?
HM: No. The first oil well was Fort St. John Number 5 straight north. That was a joint venture with
Pacific.
AK: Yeah, that's right.
HM: And I went up there and tested that well for them and then I come back to Redwater and then we
discovered Boundary Lake and... but Kelly said you better go up there for about a week and oversee
things and that lasted nine years.
AK: Yeah right. [00:12:46] Well, we jumped ahead a little bit but let's go back to when you moved over
to Redwater. Did you, did you move over very shortly after the discovery?
HM: Yeah, we were drilling the well Number 3 when I moved over there.
AK: I see, yeah.
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HM: We were just getting... the boom was just starting to hit there and because... I should say the third
producer, they drilled a couple of dry holes, after the discovery well, drilled a couple of dry holes and...
AK: Deliberately.
HM: Deliberately trying to outline that field to get their acreage.
AK: That's right, yeah. You got that right.
HM: Yeah.
AK: Okay. So, where did you stay when you first got there?
HM: We were just moving into the old temporary bunkhouses that they had there.
AK: They were temporary and they were cold.
HM: Oh man.
AK: Well that's, tell us a little bit about that, those bunk houses because I've got some stories from
Gibby, and also from Perrault ??? and Lauder Nowers.
HM: Oh yeah. Is Lauder still alive?
AK: No, he died last summer.
HM: Well, one thing about the bunkhouses, as you said, they were cold. You never had to worry about
getting asphyxiated in there from the carbon monoxide from the furnaces because they never worked,
the furnaces didn't work half the time. But we were only in there a very short time while they were
building the, they were building two big main bunk houses there.
AK: Yeah.
HM: And they had, basically one was all supervisors and management, and one was hourly wage
employees. And they had, they had a cooking facility in each bunkhouse so that if you wanted to batch
and make some of your own home meals, you could. Well, there was one fellow there in ours, Angus
Hooker.
AK: And was this in the old...
HM: No in the new one.
AK: Yeah.
HM: The new one. I was only in the old ones. They were only in existence about, oh, three months.
AK: But they were through the cold part of the year.
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HM: Yeah, right? Winter.
AK: Yeah, '48-'49.
HM: Right. Right over, over Christmas in there. And the other bunkhouse was ready in March. First part
of March.
AK: It was getting...
HM: And, this guy used to. He was, he worked in Norman Wells for Esso and he would make such…every
time he got a cold he would mix up a home brew batch and add garlic in it and everything. And the
whole bunkhouse just about had to vacate every time that fellow Angus started making his brew. We
had, somebody was always getting into the… coming home a little bit inebriated and getting into the
wrong room or something, and I can remember one of the accountants there, he was, he always parked
his car right outside of his window so he could make sure nobody was messing with his car. And he was
out of the Calgary office here. One night, he was, oh, he was over at the bar and he was getting pretty
well loaded up. So we went back over to the bunkhouse and we got four-bit boxes. And we lifted this
little Austin car of his up just high enough so the wheels just cleared the ground. And he come back and
he was going to go to ahead and see his girlfriend, but he must have worked for half an hour trying to
figure out why this car wouldn't go anywhere. Then he gave up and went back to the bar again. But then
one night there we can... we had our own fire truck there and we had guards, we had night guards,
supposed to look after things. This guard, he went a little off the deep end and lost his thinking power
just right. And he got the fire wagon out and drove it up right beside the bunkhouse wall. Then he hit
the siren off. Boy I'll tell you, there were some four-minute miles made awful quick that night coming
out of that bunkhouse. Good thing it was warm weather. It was in summer when that happened.
AK: So you didn't really have to go down to, into town to eat then? You were self-sufficient.
HM: Well, hardly any of the guys cooked their own, you know.
AK: Oh I see.
HM: Went home to the old Mystic Cafe, and...
AK: Yeah right.
HM: And well, first we went to the old Quonset hut that was behind the hotel. That the hotel had put up
as a temporary eating place. And the foreign?? thing, you ate there, the meals were not too bad. But I
can always remember they had a deaf and dumb cook and a Chinese cook there and them two would
get into an argument in the morning sometimes. And the deaf and dumb guy'd be just squealing and the
Chinaman'd be swinging a knife like this, swinging a knife.
AK: Well that's their weapon.
HM: And you ate your meal and you didn't sit around afterwards and have a cigarette with your coffee
or anything because there was about four guys waiting for your seat so that they could oust you out of
there and get you going.
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AK: Now was this the place where all you could have was bacon and eggs? Or was this?
HM: No, we used to be able to get the full meals, oh the bacon and egg place. I'm trying to think which
one that was.
AK: There was one place that.
HM: There was one there that was... was it Bill's Cafe? There was cafe's sprung up all over that place
just...
AK: Yeah right.
HM: And I think that was Bill's Cafe, just bacon and eggs. And he ruined that, if I remember right.
AK: Well now the Quonset hut you said was right behind the hotel. Now, this is before the Hotel burnt
down?
HM: No, after the hotel burnt down.
AK: Oh, they put a Quonset hut up.
HM: They put a Quonset hut in there as a temporary...
AK: I see, yeah.
HM: And they were feeding about 1500 men a day through that Quonset hut.
AK: Boy.
HM: And then the Mystic moved in there, which was right opposite the well. They were drilling, Gulf was
drilling a well right in town there. And the Mystic just across the road from it, they put in a cafe and, it
was, all it wasn't too bad, but boy it was a pretty tough, tough meals in that place.
AK: Right.
HM: And you couldn't, it no use complaining about them, because where else you gonna go?
AK: Where you gonna go, that's right.
HM: We'd think we were in heaven once in a while, we'd get to go to Edmonton, get some time off, a
day off or something, we'd go to Edmonton, just mainly to have a meal.
[00:19:45] AK: What, at that time, when you got to Redwater, what kind of money were you making
then?
HM: I'm just trying to think what I was. What I was making then. It seemed to me it was $180 a month.
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AK: Well, you were salaried then.
HM: Yeah, I was salaried. The overtime went down the drain by then.
AK: Yeah, right.
HM: I think it was $180 a month Aubrey. I'm not just positive. I know when we got married in '55 I was
making
$400 a month then.
AK: All right, well that was getting up there.
HM: Oh, yeah.
[00:20:25] AK: Okay. Let's see now. You would have shift trucks to go out to the different batteries? In
Redwater then?
HM: Yeah. Well, no I never looked after production in Redwater. It was all, my work in Redwater was,
well first I was on completion and then I looked after getting the, I found out that we had a tremendous
wax problem there in our flow line. So I was seeing about getting all the flow lines in condition for
pegging and then I put, then service rigs come in there and we had 17 service rigs there converting all
the flowing wells to the pumpers. They sent me down to Carter in Seminole, Oklahoma to take a training
course down there and come back and we put, we had 17 rigs running there in December of '50. Putting
them wells on pump.
AK: All right now but were these REDA pumps?
HM: No, no. No, these were all the old horse's head. The conventional pumps. REDAs didn't hit there
until about '68, '69.
AK: Oh. Now that's spelled R-E-D-A, all caps.
HM: Right.
AK: Just so that we got that right. But we have records of REDA pumps from other sources. So, so that
was a way down. Well then were some of these wells that were pumping conventionally, were they...
they were converted to REDAs weren't they? Some of them?
HM: In the end, yeah. In the late years. When the water intrusion started breaking through there so bad.
Because in... like, I was transferred back there in '69 and then I quit in '71 and that's when they put the
big, big redevelopment on in there where they reactivated a bunch of wells, and we got up to, they got
up to almost 200,000 barrels of oil a day and a million barrels of water.
AK: At that time.
HM: Yeah.
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AK: Yeah. I was reckoning maximum of 170,000 barrels a day. So I'm not far off.
HM: No. They'd get up. They had the capability of getting up but the pipeline...
AK: Couldn't maintain it.
HM: The pipeline would have so many breakdowns in Edmonton, you know from switching and all that.
Because there was no tankage on that new system. It went from the treaters right down the pipeline
and into the city.
AK: Oh yeah. So they, those tanks out at the, at Pesemkos were no longer in service.
HM: No, no. They hadn't been in service for oh...
AK: It was about...
HM: About '67 they went out of style.
AK: Yeah that's right.
HM: About '66 somewhere in there.
AK: That changed the whole setup, then?
HM: That's right. That's when they went to what they called the satellite production systems. Where
they just had a, where all the existing batteries were, they put a satellite in. And basically all that was
just a routing manifold and a test manifold.
AK: Pressed a button, eh?
HM: Yeah.
AK: In the office.
HM: Well that...
AK: You could control it from the office.
HM: We could but that didn't turn out too good until, oh, about '75, '76. They went out and upgraded
that and put buried cables in and...
AK: Oh I see, yeah.
HM: Things to control it. Because they were trying to control it with radios and everything else and it
just didn't work out.
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[00:24:06] AK: All right, let's get back to the REDA pump, and that way we can go on to these other
things. The REDA pump was put in, do you think, because it could handle larger volumes of fluid?
HM: That's the only reason a REDA is ever put in, is, you've got to move a lot of fluid in order to get a
very little recovery, well, once your well starts, maybe a ten percent oil cut or something like that. So
you've got to move, every hundred barrels of fluid you move, you only get 10 barrels of oil out of it, so...
AK: That's right. So...
HM: So when your water breakthrough is real bad, that's one...
AK: Okay. So then you were on these completions. Maybe we could divert for a minute and talk about
one of these contracting outfits that you mentioned. And that's this fellow, Stockwell.
HM: Oh, Blackwell. Blackwell.
AK: Blackwell. Pardon me.
HM: Yeah.
AK: And could you tell me a little bit about Blackwell? Did he have a first name or did he just go by
initials?
HM: Kayo. That was his... K-A-Y-O. That was his name.
AK: Oh that was his... K-A-Y-O.
HM: Yeah, that was his name.
AK: And he was a full-blooded Cherokee?
HM: He was a full-blooded Cherokee from Oklahoma.
AK: Right.
HM: And he was pushing for Parker Drilling. They sent him up here, to Pincher Creek first, because that's
where Parker first come in to Alberta ...
AK: That's right.
HM: Was at Pincher Creek on them deep, deeper wells of Shell's down there. Because there wasn't too
many deep well contractors here in Alberta. And he moved up to Redwater and on the... I was out at the
lease when they were rigging up the, he was rigging out the first, after the first well. And he always has a
cigar in his mouth, always. You never seen the man...
AK: Lit or unlit?
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HM: Unlit.
AK: In other words, he chewed them.
HM: Yeah. He chewed them. And I was talking to Kayo, I'd just released his rig from the completion and I
was talking to him about some particular thing on the well or something. And they, he had an American
driller, all American drillers, one on each shift, and they never changed shifts, his drillers.
AK: Oh, they worked day length, right through?
HM: Yeah, if you were the graveyard driller, you were the lowest one on the totem pole, but if you got
to be daylight driller, you were the highest on the totem pole.
AK: Did they have differences in pay, do you think?
HM: Oh no, no. There was no shift differentials, nothing. But he was, this driller was lowering the derrick
down and the saddle broke on the, lowering the line down the saddle broke on the hook. And down
come that derrick. Just in a complete mess. And I happened to be looking over at Kayo. I looked over at
him to see what he was doing and I seen the cigar just disappear down his throat.
AK: Yeah.
HM: He ran over there to see if there was anything, and he come... And I was still in my truck doing
some paperwork and things. And he come back over and he said, say, did you see my cigar? And I said,
yeah, I seen it all right, I said, you swallowed it. But that was the first well in Redwater that he'd drilled
on. And he was a little worried because just when he left the last well in Pincher Creek he dropped a
derrick. And this was a new rig and he dropped the derrick on the first hole.
AK: Well, was this in summertime or winter?
HM: It was in early spring. Early...
AK: Just enough, cold enough to shatter it, or?
HM: No no. It was just somebody hadn't put on, hadn't looked at it right and it was just a faulty one, you
know? And just a failure due to human error.
AK: So the mast was a write-off, was it or?
HM: Yeah, it was a write-off. They had...they got another one in there just in a few days. But they hotshotted it up from Oklahoma. But when, any time when you were working on Kayo's rig, I'd be maybe
overseeing the swabbing at times and things, and you had to watch that he didn't have all the catwalks
already tore out behind you and things like that, because he was, the minute that he was released, he
wanted to have the trucks there within 10 minutes to start moving things.
AK: Yeah.
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HM: And I can see him yet, hollering at them roughnecks. They'd be carrying pipe across the yard, you
know, a joint on each hand with the two guys and he'd say, I don't want two joints to two men, I want
two joints per man going across there. Oh he was a little slave driver.
AK: And he, you said that he got a bonus for...
HM: Yeah. He got a bonus for every day he knocked off what they figured for on that well. And he was
poking them down as fast as anybody. In fact, one guy from GP was the only one, a French fella from GP
was the only one ever beat him out. He got it done in six days from...
AK: Well, Frank Fleweling was the one that's supposed to have had the record for fast completion.
HM: The fast... he was the least hours on bottom, was Frank. But he wasn't the shortest in the overall
days.
AK Oh, I see, yeah.
HM: They got down to, from under the shoe to setting casings in 42 hours. From under the service shoe
to setting the (???) in 42 hours.
AK: Yeah, well. GP, Cody Spencer, he had bonuses too.
HM: Yeah? Well they all had bonus in this like... there was every drilling contract in the world, (???) was
there and Canada West was there. In fact, I was, I had one of my crew working on a Canada West rig
that was an old steam rig with a great big high substructure and the doghouse was off to the side on the
substructure, and everything shook and shimmied on that rig something fierce. And one of my guys was
in the doghouse, writing up his reports and the doghouse fell off the side of the rig.
AK: Was, who was the push on Canada West? Was it Archie Miller?
HM: No. No, Archie had his own...
AK: Was it Charlie Hawke?
HM: Charlie Hawke, yeah.
AK: Yeah. That's H-A-W-K-E.
HM: E, right.
AK: Yeah.
HM: I went to school with all his kids.
AK: Is that right?
HM: Yeah.
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AK: But that was a regular mast, wasn't it? It wasn't...
HM: Yeah. It was a conventional derrick and you, that was built with the old Curber's rig building crew.
AK: Oh yeah. Well, they didn't have to, did they have to tear down every time?
HM: No, they'd skid it as long as the terrain was halfway decent.
AK: Well now did they have those airplane tires or did they have athey wagons?
HM: They had athey wagons or huge toboggans made out of steel plates. And they'd just leave them
underneath and then hook a Cat on each toboggan and away they'd go, across the field.
AK: Just slide it.
HM: Just slide it over. Athey wagon's the most common but they got in to some of the wetter areas and
things like that, they just skidded it on those little toboggans. And there was...
[00:31:42] AK: Well tell me about, a little more about Kayo. You told me that he was on the make all the
time.
HM: Oh yeah. Like the water haulers. If you wanted to haul water for Kayo, you give 10 percent of your
cheque. And if you, the lumber yard, he'd buy timbers there, planks there at the lumber yard, and he
wanted so much back on the price of the lumber and, but always in cash never a cheque.
AK: Oh yeah. Oh no, no, no.
HM: He... then about six months after Parker had that rig in there, they had another rig in there with...
oh, I can't think of that guy's name now. Dutch Komark? You probably heard that name?
AK: No.
HM: With Parker? Well Dutch brought a rig in there and then...
AK: He brought that in from the States?
HM: Brought it in from the States for Parker and then Parker brought the third rig in for us, which was
by, pushed by Ted Weems. And Komark left to go with somebody else. And so there was a push... Kayo
and Ted looked after, like a, they each took turns on this one oddball rig in there. And I can remember
one night, we were completing that well and we'd had a chiksan break up in the derrick well ??? it, and
it just... there was no acid, but we were just using the flush oil to get, clean out the lines and this chiksan
broke pretty near the crown of that derrick and it just covered that whole rig in oil. And so I went over
there, I'd heard about it, I went right over there and told Kayo, I said, now you douse all them lights on
that rig. Don't you have a light on that at night. And I was back over working, checking one of my other
crews and I look back over and there's the lights back on that rig.
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And I went back over, and I finally caught up to Kayo at the other rig, and I said, hey, them lights are on.
So Kayo, he went back over there, and out went the lights. And about midnight, I look back over there
and the lights are on. So I got, Kayo said, you ride with me this time, he said, to save time. And we went
back over there and Kayo walked up to the driller and he said, what's the lights on for. Well he said, we
have to have lights to work. He said, no you have orders that you don't have any lights on this. He
grabbed the derrick hatchet off the tool board in the doghouse and went halfway down between the
light plant and the rig and he just took that derrick hatchet right through the main power cable. And he
said to me, now, he said, the lights will stay out tonight for sure. But he was just one of those proverbial
characters.
AK: Yeah. And I guess he's gone back to the States?
HM: No. No, he stayed in Canada.
AK: Oh did he?
HM: And he went... I don't remember the name of the company he worked with, drilling contractor he
went with. And then he'd become part owner of it.
AK: Oh, is that right?
HM: And he was living in Calgary here for quite a while now. I don't know whether he's dead now or not.
I haven't heard, but he was... any place that he had his rig, you could always figure there was a story
come out of it somewhere.
AK: Oh, yeah. There would be, yeah. With that type of a character.
HM: Yeah, and he was just a little short guy too.
AK: Oh was he?
HM: He would have been about five foot four.
AK: Is that right?
HM: Oh just a... And tougher than whalebone that little devil, you know.
AK: Yeah. And now, did he try to hire Canadians as say, dumb corners and ???
HM: In the end, he did. First, he had all American crews and they couldn't cut the weather up here.
AK: No, that's right. And then how did they cope with it? Did they just go back?
HM: They just, they wouldn't show up on shift. They'd be gone, they'd catch a bus back to Oklahoma or
something.
AK: Is that right?
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HM: Yeah. Oh, we had an awful time. That first winter, that winter of '49...
AK: '49-'50, yeah.
HM: Oh, that was the coldest winter. It was 62 below one morning in Redwater and I can remember this,
Kayo come into the office that morning and Absinger was taking the reports for them, and Julius, he
never did say too much. And one of the other clerks was sitting there and old Ted said, or Kayo said, boy,
It’s cold out there. He said to Kayo, he said, well it don't matter after it gets 40 below. And Kayo said,
well if it don't matter, he said, what did they put all them marks on that temperature gauge for then?
AK: Right. [00:36:28] There was an... let's see now. Who was Absinger 's boss? The fellow that was
production super... he was drilling superintendent. I got his picture.
HM: Bud Kelly?
AK: Bud Kelly.
HM: Yeah, Bud.
AK: Well now, the other... that's what brings up the other contractor that worked for Imperial was T.T.
Eason.
HM: Yeah.
AK: Can you tell me something about that bunch?
HM: I don't remember... like I just didn't happen to be on his rigs too much, like my crews were, but I
just happened to miss his. But he was another character that would try every shortcut there was in the
world. He'd spout a well by hauling the mud from the other location over instead of mixing mud, you
know, as the contract called for. For surface hole, he'd haul mud from his old pit over, you know.
AK: Right.
HM: And he'd do anything if he could... because he was, he again was on a bonus. Well most all those
guys were on a bonus. And he was on a bonus of cost per hole bonus, where he could, if he could cut
corners, save a bit, save trips, save mud, anything.
AK: Right.
HM: And Imperial had some pretty rigid specs on their drilling contracts, you know. But he got caught
about four times hauling mud from the old well, and the mud would be contaminated, you know?
They'd already drilled out two batches of cement with it.
AK: Yeah, it was just all...
HM: It was just coloured water, all it was. And I'm trying to think of that pusher's name right now. You
mentioned the other boss.
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[00:38:18] AK: Well, the fellow that ran it from Edmonton, his nickname was Goat.
HM: Goat Ryland.
AK: G-O-A-T. Rylands.
HM: Ryland, yeah.
AK: Yeah.
HM: And then his push out there was a little wee, thin guy. He again, was another guy from Oklahoma.
AK: Yeah, well here was a fellow working there that finally became push on one of them, and that was
Ed Varroll. V-A-R-R-O-L-L.
HM: Yeah, yeah.
AK: Now he was a Canadian.
HM: Right.
AK: And he since, very distinguished career as an engineer, but he said that he'd go into in to see Bud
Kelly with the report and Bud would really question some of these things, like repair, you see, and
downtime, and of course they wanted, the T.T. wanted to get paid for that. And Bud says, you're not
getting paid. So you know, he'd stroke it off the sheet, so I wondered if you had any experiences that
way?
HM: No. See, most of mine... on all my reports, we had waiting time because of daylight. Because there's
so many things... you couldn't swab at night.
AK: Yeah.
HM: You couldn't, you weren't supposed to acidize at night, now lots of times we acidized at night
because we got caught halfway through a job or something, so you had to keep going. But on all the
reports that I seen, well, I'd just initial them and then Bud knew then what hours was authorized in
there for waiting time.
AK: Right.
HM: True waiting time because... but we got it down there in the end, that we didn't have hardly any
waiting time. We'd always manage to be able to release the rig just about at dusk. And then they were
on their own 'till it gets mudded in.
AK: Did you have any experiences with McIntyre and Webster?
HM: No, no. They were over for Rollet??? primarily.
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AK: Yeah, but then they started drilling for Imperial later on.
HM: Yeah.
AK: But I guess that was maybe after you.
HM: I wasn't on completion then.
AK: No.
HM: No.
[00:40:41] AK: Okay, let's see. Who else was it that... Were there any Imperial Oil owned rigs left in
Redwater?
HM: There was Frank's 3, was there.
AK: Was that Blinn? Bill Blinn?
HM: Bill was on it and then...
AK: That's B-L-I-N-N. Blinn.
HM: B-L-Y-N-N, isn't it?
AK: No. I. Oh, I was... He and I worked for a long time.
HM: Really? Because I knew him down here as a (???) at Turner Valley.
AK: Well, anyways, that's okay.
HM: What was that other guy's name that was there? But they went from Redwater down to
Bonaccord.
AK: Yeah.
HM: And drilled Bonaccord One there. Which was again a discovery.
AK: Yeah, right.
HM: It wasn't much of a discovery, it was a three-well field, and they just happened to hit it right in the
middle of the field.
AK: All this time that this was going on, the water production was starting to climb up and they knew
they were going to have to do something.
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HM: Well, the water wasn't too bad, 'till about '53 was when it started to climb. And it wasn't too
severe, we put a bunch of skids...
[phone rings]
AK: Excuse me. We'll just stop it here.
HM: Okay.
[00:42:15] AK: We're just looking at the picture of the National Tank fire tube, and prior to putting these
sacrificial zinc... Z-I-N-C... anodes in, these tubes would only last, what, about six or seven weeks.
HM: Sometimes less than that. Some of them would go as little as two weeks.
AK: Is that right?
HM: And they tried this as a last resort, as a last resort, before they discovered they could put a coating
on these tubes to reduce the amount of...
AK: Corrosion?
HM: Corrosion and increase the number of anodes on the body of the treater, so that it was protecting
the body more than the fire tube. And the fire tubes, they got them up to where they'd last a year at
least. Because one of the things that we called for all the time was that we pull a treater apart once a
year and inspect it. And sometimes you'd find everything just perfect in them and three weeks later
you'd have a hole in that same treater. But you wouldn't... corroding worked awful funny in some of
that because we had fairly high H2S and we had a little CO2 in the area too.
AK: Yeah. Both acid.
HM: Both acid, right.
AK: Yeah. Okay. So this was just one of the things that they... I wonder who dreamed up the idea of
these anodes?
HM: Well, the treaters all come out originally with two anodes, one on each side of the fire tube, right
up in this area here.
AK: Oh.
HM: That was a standard that's been in the industry for years. And then... I'm trying, I have a hunch it
might have been Jimmy Henderson that had them try this in the fire tube itself.
AK: Yeah, right. Right. Well, let's just turn the tape over here. We're just about at the...
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Side 2 - 46:45
[00:00:02] AK: Okay, we're on side 2 of Hugh Mackenzie interview. And let's go to this other picture
here. If you can help describe that, that picture there was given to me by Bill Hosegood.
HM: I have to laugh at this. This was down at Namao, this well.
AK: Yeah.
HM: That was a hydraulic driven, the first hydraulic driven pump we ever had. It was, the rods were
raised and lowered with a hydraulic piston in there.
AK: Oh, I see.
HM: And we had, that was in my area down there. And we had so much, the high gas-oil ratio down in
there were so bad that we were gas locking our pumps all the time. So, a salesman come in and
convinced Engineering that this would eliminate some of the gas locking. And we tried it, but it had the
same success story as everything else out there. And we finally had to put, abandon the well and worked
it over about five years later and made a successful producer out of it again.
AK: Yeah.
HM: Better technology for cement.
AK: So strictly speaking, this picture has nothing to do with Redwater?
HM: No. No, this is in Namao. Northwest of the airbase there.
AK Is that right?
HM: Right.
AK: Oh, well, I'll tell you, we'll just put that over to one side. You don't have any pictures of...
HM: I, I didn't have a chance to look yet.
AK: No.
HM: I'll try. Because see, we just moved two years ago and...
AK: Right.
HM: I'll tell you...
AK: Yeah the junk piles up, doesn't it?
HM: The only one I know of, I got an album, I think of Atlantic 3, and that's only...
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AK: Is that right?
HM: Yeah.
AK: Gee, I should have known about you before. I could have tapped, you, you know...
HM: I didn't take them all. But I swapped pictures, ones that I had for ones that other people had.
AK: Well, what you should do... well, let's see now, let's turn this off for a minute.
[00:02:25] AK: All right. Now let's go on with your career, Hugh. We decided about that picture, that was
Namao, so that's out of the way. And we've done with the treater. Now you carried on looking after the
completion of these wells, is that right?
HM: Yeah. Firstly I was on completions in Redwater and that's all I did for...
AK: And you said you reported basically to Maurice Paulson?
HM: That's right.
AK: That's M-A-U-R-I-C-E.
HM: Right. And then from there, they swung me over to looking after getting the flow lines ready for
running pigs in on. And we had to put pig traps on everything and I had to run the first pigs on
everything.
AK: And the reason for this is the waxing.
HM: The waxing... we had flow lines that had waxed right off and we were literally, about two or three
flow lines we blew up with pressure on them trying to get the wax plug out of.
AK: Yeah, well now did they try to take the wax out at the at the batteries themselves?
HM: They'd flush the wax... first we were flaring the wax and burning it.
AK: Is that right?
HM: And we discovered that when we started to add up all of the production that we had put up into
smoke, we decided to try to save the wax. And then the wax got in to our tanks and we had some
recycling lines from the tanks back though the treaters so as to get some heat in there to melt that wax
and try and sell it with...
AK: Yeah, ship it.
HM: With the crude oil and then let Pipeline worry about the wax problem in there.
AK: When they got it, yeah. You were...
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HM: We were just passing it on.
AK: You were trying to get rid of the damn stuff.
HM: Yeah. But that's how we got most of that, and then I got injured at that, I was, a pig trap blew up on
me.
[00:04:29] AK: Well, that's the other story I want from you. I was told by, who was it, somebody said,
now be sure you get the story about Hugh MacKenzie's close shave with the go-devil.
HM: Yeah.
AK: So would you like to tell it right now?
HM: What it was, was... it was a Redwater Battery 4 East of town there. We were, we'd been having
some problems with some pig traps. And in fact, one pig that we had air discharged, used air to blow up
to a new line with, it didn't even stop for the pig trap, it took the pig trap and all and went right through
the doghouse. And an operator was sitting there on one of these dunce stools, that we use to call dunce
stools, where he was making his reports, and the pig and the go-devil went right between his legs and
out the other side of the wall. And this one that I was working on this particular day, it had had fluid in it,
and we were pumping it at the other end with a, what we called a go-devil pump, that was just an
ordinary cylinder pump and a tank truck. And it comes through and was a brand-new pig trap and
things, and it didn't stop for the end of that pig trap. It hit a line-blind, what we called a line-blind in
there. And the line blind up, we think is what hit me right between the eyes here. And ...
AK: Is that kind of a scar you still have?
HM: Yeah. That's a little bit of scar. And they hauled me into Redwater, pulled me up and hauled me into
Redwater and Ernie Starr who used to own Starr's Ambulance here in Calgary...
AK: Yeah. That's two R's in Starr.
HM: He happened to be giving first aid lessons there. At the time.
AK: Oh, well. How handy, eh?
HM: And he patched me up and got me into Edmonton. And they said, oh, you'll be just a couple of days.
And they operated on me, and I got 20 silver clips in my skull, and 36 stitches. And...
AK: So it cracked your skull.
HM: Yeah, it took one layer of the skull. One of the knives on the go-devil took one layer of my skull with
me just in, like a razor slice through there. And...
AK: You must have been bleeding real good.
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HM: Oh, I was. But the biggest problem was that there was so much wax and sand, you know, under my
scalp that they had to work for several times trying to get that out of there before they could patch me
up.
AK: Yeah, clean it out.
HM: Clean it out, that was the biggest problem.
AK: Oh God, yeah. The infection and everything.
HM: And then 95 days later I got out. And I went in on November the first, morning after Halloween. So I
always remember that date real well. But it never bothered me other than when the weather's going to
change, I can tell if the weather is going to change at any time because...
AK: That's your barometer.
HM: That's my barometer. And then I come out and they kept me in the office for a while because of
the cold weather effect on me., because it was in late February. Then after that we started having some
problems. I was just looking after operators there for, when I first come out. And then we started having
trouble with all these pumpers, or all these wells dying. And we had... Kenyans had one rig on swabbing.
Every day of the week we'd swab at least 20 wells back to production. And Prairie Well Service, which
was Ollie Edmondson, he had one on there, an old cargo hoist. And a guy by the name of Cox had a rig in
there. That was the first three service rigs in there besides Keith Dawson's sputter. Keith Dawson
brought a sputter in there from Lloydminster and we'd do completion work with it.
AK: Well now this would be running up a pretty big bill to try to keep these wells...
HM: That's right.
AK: You're running around ...
HM: Then we found some skulduggery going on with the Kenyans. The number of wells they swabbed
versus the number that was actually swabbed didn't tie in.
AK: Didn't jive.
HM: Didn't jive too good. So he lost his business over that in there. And then we... at this point in time,
service rigs were just coming into Canada, they were basically new to Canada, but in Lloydminster area
they had some out there that was old truck mounted coal rigs.
AK: Really nothing much except a gin pole on there.
HM: That's right, that's all they were basically. And in that same year, in '52, they sent me down to
Seminole. No, in '50, they sent me down to Seminole to go installing pumps, and then all the do's and
don'ts and what to watch for and all of that. And we'd come back in December of '50 with 17 service
rigs, all the service rigs in Canada was working right in Redwater. And we converted in excess of a
hundred wells from flowing to pumping in one month. And I was looking after all the rigs. And I know
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that the paperwork was, you relied on your rig guys to do most of your paperwork because there was no
way you could keep up with paperwork.
AK: No.
HM: And Murray Hannah was the engineer in charge of that function and Jack Turner.
AK: Right.
HM: And they were doing the ordering and all of that stuff from the office end. And I was doing the field
end of it.
AK: Right.
HM: And we had... I can remember, we had a big blizzard come there, and the assistant foreman for
each area was responsible to keep them wells open, which ones, I'd give them a list of which wells had
to be, would be next to go on pump. And they were responsible to have the leases all cleaned ahead of
time and things, and this one big blizzard come, and they turned this one snowplow operator loose one
night, gave him a list of all the wells he had to plow. They didn't tell him that all these sucker rods were
laying on the ground. So he ruined about 30 strings of sucker rods in one night, drove over them with a
Cat. There was a little hair pulling around there, and a little bit of fur flying.
AK: There would be, yeah. At that time had Bannantyne... he'd gone.
HM: He'd left there then.
AK: Well now who replaced him? Was it Vern Hunter?
HM: No.
AK: Lee Constable.
HM: Lee Constable. Lee.
AK: Well, then Vern come in later didn't he?
HM: Vern come in for a very short time. Very short time. Vern come in there and then they consolidated
into Edmonton into the Crown Building on the south side. Remember the old Crown Building?
AK: On 109th Street.
HM: Yeah, on 109th Street.
AK: Just across from the High Level.
HM: Right. And that's when Vern become district production superintendent.
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AK: Yeah.
HM: Yeah. Which was Devon, Redwater, Excelsior....
AK: Right.
HM: Nothing had been discovered yet at Drayton or...
[00:11:42] AK: Okay, so then when you got this job done of converting what was your next assignment?
HM: Everything. I looked after everything then outside of Redwater. Excelsior, PV, Fairydell and all the
new wildcats up into the north.
AK: Well where were you working out of?
HM: Out of Redwater. My office was still in Redwater
AK: In that building.
HM: Still on that corner there.
AK: That corner building, eh?
HM: Yeah. And then I had a little field office at Excelsior.
AK: Right, right. That's your company car there.
HM: I think that's my company car there, I'm not sure.
AK: Blue Ford. '56. That's a '56.
HM: No, I don't think so, is it? Yeah, it could be. Could be. No, it's not mine, I know it's not.
AK: All right.
HM: I've got no pump racks on it, because I used to carry a set of pump racks.
AK: Well anyways, that's a car, company car.
HM: Yeah, that's a company car.
AK: Your office is right in the corner of that...
HM: Right next to the door, here is my office.
AK: Oh on this side.
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HM: Right there. That was Lou Glenndenning's office there.
AK: Oh gosh. Old Cue-ball.
HM: Cue ball.
AK Was he the purchasing agent?
HM: No he was the production foreman.
AK: Oh was he?
HM: Yeah. He took over when Bill Cousins left.
AK: Oh yeah. Lou. That's right. And then...and what about your purchasing agent? Who was...
HM: That was Stan Pooler.
AK: Oh, in the picture.
HM: Yeah. Stan run the warehousing, all the purchasing....
AK: Okay. Well, we got this on the tape. [00:13:22] Okay. So then you had this larger area to look after.
HM: Yeah.
AK: But by that time all the wells would have been drilled up in Redwater were they?
HM: They were pretty well all drilled. See '52 pretty well ended that range...
AK: Well that was right because that was the end of the sales.
HM: Yeah.
AK: Did you ever hear anything about Crown Reserve's sales? And other companies buying...
HM: Just what we'd read in the Oil Week or Nickel's Bulletin. That was it in those days.
AK: Yeah, I could see that.
HM: Yeah.
[00:13:54] AK: Okay. So that was the point when they started to think about trying to unitize. Did you
ever get in on any of these unitization discussions?
HM: No, not in the Redwater field. Because they had... well they tried... seemed to me it was '54 was
about the first try on the unitization.
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AK: That was the last try.
HM: That was the last try. Because...
AK: Yeah. In May '54, it was, they shut her down, they said we can't... but I was just wondering about the
people like Doug Knolls and Reg Shatford.
HM: I'd forgot about Reg.
AK: Do you remember anything about Reg? I can't find anything out about Reg. And he was working in
the Chicken Coop to start with, but then...
HM: Yeah. He was a character if I remember right.
AK: He was fairly quiet, I thought but...
HM: You'd get a few drinks under his belt and boy he'd become a character.
AK: Oh is that right?
HM: Because we did... every once in a while, when we were all living in that bunkhouse you know, God,
if it happened to be a hot Saturday night or something, like a hot day on a Saturday, somebody would
say, well maybe we should go for one drink, you know, over to the hotel. You know what that led to.
AK: Famous last words.
HM: Famous last words. No, I was never in on that unitization.
AK: No.
HM: I was up in Boundary Lake, later on in my career but...
[00:15:27] AK: Alright. Now, what about your contacts with Ben Hochhausen?
HM: Well Ben was a design engineer.
AK: That's right.
HM: And Ben and I used to argue like cats and dogs, because I didn't, I disagreed with some of his stuff,
and then he had Kay Meyers working for him as a construction man at that time. And in later years, I did
consulting work for Ben.
AK: Oh is that right?
HM: Yeah, when he went to Ray's Engineering.
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AK: Right, yeah. Well he was... I guess despite your arguing with him, he was the brains behind that
whole, putting that water disposal system in.
HM: He was. Ben was, Ben had a way of looking at things different than any man I ever worked for.
AK: That's an interesting statement. I'm going to use that.
HM: He looked at things in kind of an abstract way. And he come up with some of the greatest ideas
going.
AK: Well I think that comes through. I interviewed him and I could see that he wasn't exactly your
average engineer.
HM: No, no. He was a way ahead of his time in a lot of things. And then, like Jim Henderson, you know
Jim.
AK: Yeah.
HM: Well, Jim and I did a bunch of rework for Ben. And Jim and I looked after, in 1983 we looked after
five service rigs between the two of us, running 24 hours a day in Redwater. And we increased their
injectivity capability from 750,000 to 1.3 million barrels a day without drilling another well.
AK: And what would you do, deepen them or what?
HM: We went in and did some clean out work on them, and in some cases we'd deepen them, in some
cases we'd run liners in them to get out of a bad area.
AK: What about acidizing?
HM: Oh acid. We were using up to 25,000 gallons of acid on some of them jobs. And...
AK: Yeah, but then of course, now, today, that water's going on a vacuum.
HM: It was in those days too but...
AK: Was it?
HM: Yeah. But we had, some of those wells would take as high as 6,000 barrels an hour under vacuum.
AK: Boy.
HM: It was some of the greatest... well that Redwater water flood, water disposal was, had been written
up in a lot of technical journals throughout the world.
AK: Is that right?
HM: Yeah. Some of them...
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AK: I'm not surprised.
HM: And it was basically Ben that... Well he was the brains behind the whole thing.
AK: Well now when you went in to rework with Jim, you would be Imperial Oil...
HM: No, no. This was when I was out of Imperial, already into (???)
AK: Oh, this is going on, quite a long...
HM: Yeah.
[00:18:28] AK: Alright. Let's go back to Imperial.
HM: Yeah.
AK: And you were doing the jobs, you had this larger area of responsibility. And how long did that go on
for?
HM: I had that area for about two years.
AK: Then after this job that you had, in this large area, what did you do next?
HM: Well, next we had the discovery in Fort St. John. I went up there and...
AK: Oh. What year was that, you remember?
HM: '56.
AK: '56.
HM: Right.
AK: And this is still with Imperial?
HM: That's still with Imperial.
AK: And you were still on salary and you got married, and...
HM: Yeah, and worked out of Redwater, up to there.
AK: Oh you still worked out of Redwater?
HM: Yeah, we stayed in motels up there.
AK: Yeah.
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HM: And then after that well got on production, I come back down, and we discovered Boundary Lake,
about, Boundary was, I'm trying to think what part of '56 it was.
AK: Yeah, it was around... Imperial had quite a position there.
HM: Yeah. Imperial and Pacific had one of the most complex land agreements of any batch going,
because anything above a certain horizon was Imperial's...
AK: Oh yeah.
HM: Oil. And anything above that horizon was Pacific's gas. And then there was a blank spot in the
middle that was all Pacific's, and then below that was all Imperial's oil, or all Pacific's gas. And it raised a
lot of problems with, when drilling a well.
AK: Yeah, when you were completing it.
HM: Well, Pacific would say, that's a good gas well, we want that one and Imperial would say, well it's a
better oil well, we want that. And sometimes there'd be 48 hours delay on running casing, just waiting
for everybody to make up their mind who was gonna win the battle.
AK: Right.
HM: And then I looked after that, the company moved me up there in a motel for about six months and
then they decided to move me up there permanently in '57. And I stayed there 'till 1965 and looked
after everything north of Valleyview in Alberta, all of BC, the Yukon and the Northwest Territories with
the exception of Norman Wells.
AK: What kind of work was it that you were doing?
HM: Well anything that, to do with production. Production testing...
AK: Oh, like completions and...
HM: Yeah, I... completions fell under me, construction fell under me.
AK: So you had a crew of fellows running around.
HM: Yeah. Well, we had the smallest...
AK: Was that, did you say Dawson Creek?
HM: Right. There was Bud Kelly headed us up.
AK: Yeah.
HM: We had one drilling supervisor, and one production supervisor, one engineer and two battery
operators. And we did that whole entire country for five years with that small of a staff.
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AK: Boy, you were...
HM: And we had the best continuity and the best relationship we ever had with one department to the
other.
[00:21:46] AK: All right. Now who was the superintendent at Dawson Creek? There was an overall
superintendent. Was it George Shultis?
HM: George Shultis, right.
AK: S-H-U-L-T-I-S.
HM: Right.
AK: You don't know where he is.
HM: He didn't really, he was the overall superintendent, but he didn't have nothing to do with
production, really. We still answered to Calgary, basically...
AK: Yeah. He was a geophysicist.
HM: Yeah. He had, Jack Underhill was one of his head men there.
AK: Well that was a pretty large department up there?
HM: Oh, yeah. We had one little corner pretty near down in the basement where they shoved us to.
AK: They must have had, how many do you think they had, a hundred or so people up there?
HM: I think with the crews that worked out of there and everything, I think it was 185 people or
something like that.
AK: Now that's up there, that would be in the in the fifties or?
HM: Late fifties, early sixties.
AK: Yeah. And then they shut her down and dismantled the whole thing.
HM: That's right because as soon as their contract, they had, that office was a 10-year contract and just
when their contact run out, they didn't renew it and moved out of there and moved back to Peace River.
But that's when Rainbow and that area of (???) was going strong.
AK: Well Rainbow hit in '64.
HM: Yeah, that, and they worked that all out, right out of Peace River actually. But I just got in at the
start of Rainbow. It was under my area there, and then they transferred me back to Drayton Valley.
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AK: Oh I see. And that's still with Imperial?
HM: Yeah, and then I worked Drayton Valley from '65 to '69 and I covered everything west there to
Edson, and all that high-pressured gas ???, and down in the Brazeau. And I had a staff of 16 people
there, two operators and my assistants and things. And then they transferred me back to Redwater
again.
AK: Is that right? What year was that?
HM: '69. I transferred back to Redwater and they told me that I'd be only there three years and I'd be
moving again. And this was, at that time Ken Oakley had taken over as division manager.
AK: Right.
HM: And in the spring of '71 I had been, I was on my seventh budget, major budget for Oakley, because
he was never happy with what he had seen. And I, then they wanted me to, they had a kind of inkling
that I might go back up to Indian Lake and head up that operation. And I had another inkling. I said,
what, how long of notice do you want before I quit.
AK: Right.
HM: And I was, Ed Bennet was my superintendent at the time, field superintendent when I quit.
AK: Yeah, and that was in '71.
HM: '71.
AK: Did you have something waiting for you when you quit?
HM: No. Well I had said I'm going into service rigs.
AK: I see.
HM: And that's when I formed 4M.
AK: You formed 4M then.
HM: Right.
AK: And what does the 4M stand for?
HM: Management. Machinery. Mobility.
AK: Gosh, you put it together.
HM: Management? Oh, Manpower.
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AK: Manpower. Right. Well that was a good... so it didn't mean four people with, their name started
with M.
HM: We didn't even think of that until we were just in business for about a month and they said, oh the
four MacKenzies, because I had two sons.
AK: Oh right. Good.
HM: And then I started...
[00:25:51] AK: So where did you start this outfit? Right at Redwater?
HM: Right at Redwater.
AK: And you were living at Redwater.
HM: I was living in Redwater.
AK: Were you living in one of these company houses?
HM: No. No, I built a new home there in '69 when I transferred up from Drayton Valley.
AK: And you were still at Imperial?
HM: Still with Imperial.
AK: Did you get a lot from them or?
HM: Yeah. Yeah.
AK: Devon Estates.
HM: From Devon Estates. $400.
AK: Right. And was it what, 60 or 50?
HM: 50 by 155-foot lot with a back alley in the back and fully serviced.
AK: Well, that was one of those infill lots then was it?
HM: Right opposite the golf course. I was on the second fairway of the golf course.
AK: Facing, you were facing...
HM: Facing west.
AK: Were you on 55th Street?
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HM: Yeah.
AK: 55th Street.
HM: Right.
AK: Right. When there was... because there was nobody across the street from you.
HM: No, that was the second Fairway.
AK: Right. And that was, did you live near a fellow named Hawrelko?
HM: Next door.
AK: Is that right?
HM: Yeah, John was my neighbour.
AK: Is that right?
HM: Yeah. And on the other side of it was Stevenson.
AK: Oh.
HM: Who built his house there. We both got transferred to Redwater the same day.
AK: Right.
HM: So we got the same contractor to build both of our houses.
AK: And may I ask how much it cost to build a house?
HM: With my double stall garage, and the whole thing was $19,800.
AK: Boy. In those days that was a lot of money.
HM: That was a lot of money.
AK: That's right. But now... well, I'm not going to get into her Hawrelko. We can talk about that at lunch,
but a marvelous person.
HM: Yeah.
AK: One of the top people. [00:27:27] So you had, then you had to go and get a warehouse set up?
HM: I worked out of the house first and had service rigs and I... one of the trucking contractors there let
me use the back corner of his yard, just as a favour. And then in... I kept growing a little bit, and little bit
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and then in 1974 there was a service station, the old Esso service station there in Redwater that was
built in '49.
AK: Was that Is that Mahoney's?
HM: No, no. Ed Prefontaine. He was right opposite Boston's Store.
AK: Oh, so that wasn't the same as Mahoney's.
HM: No. And so I bought this, and I was gonna run it just as a warehouse, and it had some pumps and
things, and I thought it'd be ideal just for supplying my own vehicles, because by this time I had 14 units.
AK: 14?
HM: Trucks and rigs and all of this stuff.
AK: How many service rigs did you have?
HM: I had two service rigs.
AK: And then all this other...
HM: I had a chemical injection system that I had developed for Imperial. Because they were having
corrosion problems and I designed a system and I'd go around every week and inject chemical in the
(???) with a high-pressure pump.
AK: Oh.
HM: And so I bought this service station and about, two days after I bought it, the lawyer phoned and
said to my wife, he said, hey, you can't run that as a service station, there's a caveat on that piece of
land, that the government had forgot to post in 1949 when the boom was on. They had it in the record,
but they forgot to post it with Land's titles. So I ended up with a service station in Redwater, that I didn't
want but nevertheless we were in that for, oh, four years before we moved, built our new shops down
at, on the edge of town there on 38th.
AK: Highway 38?
HM: Highway 38.
AK: Is that near where that Petro-Can is?
HM: Right next door to Petro-Can.
AK: Oh.
HM: And that's where one of the old chicken coops used to be, that...
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AK: You were mentioning, yeah.
HM: That they had used, the geologists had used for storage during the boom days.
AK: I'll be darned, yeah.
HM: But, so that's... in the meantime we had, I had got a contract in the U.S. for one of my rigs. And just
about a week before the rig was to go down there, we were lowering the derrick and the ram blew up
on the derrick and dropped the derrick and things, so I couldn't meet my commitment down there. So I
stayed up here and I got out of the service rigs in late '78, and stayed, by this time I had developed some
spooler units that was unique to Canada, the first portable spooler units, the first automatic banding
systems for REDA cables. All this, this is all related to REDA pumps because there were so many of them
going in at the time.
AK: You mean that's the cable to carry the electricity.
HM: The electricity. Because it's a very sensitive cable. It's a big cable.
AK: Well it would have to be because it's putting a lot of power.
HM: Yeah, because they run on 480 volts or greater.
AK: Yeah.
HM: But, so I got out of the service rigs. And my rig manager, he went with Baldwin and Knowles, which
is another service rig company.
AK: Oh yeah. Matt Baldwin.
HM: Matt Baldwin.
AK: I'd like to get a hold of him.
HM: And so he was gone with them about six months when he come to me one day and he said, I
bought a service rig. And said, well good. So, and about three weeks later he come to the wife and I and
he said, I can't manage it. He said, I know downhole, I know rigs, I know that, but he said, I have nothing,
I don't know business. So he said, would you be a silent partner, so we bought in for 75%. So we run that
company for another couple of years. And in the winter of '80, no, yeah '80, not the winter, the fall of
'80, Omni Drilling out of Calgary here, t. That's John McBean's company. And he was just starting to
develop a service rig division, so he hired me as international manager to run the service rigs. And my
son was running my company, my son and my wife was running 4M, wasn't enough there for me
because there wasn't enough challenge left, it was just too much, busy everyday and with no challenge,
nothing to do.
AK: Now McBean, didn't he have the franchise for some British equipment?
HM: No, no. Not this McBean.
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AK: There's another McBean.
HM: This McBean was, his parents owned Baylorne Resources.
AK: Yeah.
HM: And then he owned Challenger Drilling.
AK: Yeah, but then they had some kind of a yard there in, south of Calgary.
HM: You're not thinking Legrand?
AK: That's it, Legrand.
HM: Well Legrand, McBean and Fred Feezy from Draco owned, had bought Legrand, but he had sold out
before he started this Omni.
AK: Right.
HM: But he, him and Draco were tied up together.
AK: Oh, I see. Well that's different. I'm sorry. I didn't mean to get off.
HM: No, no.
[00:33:26] AK: Well then with this international thing, where did that lead?
HM: Well, I was their manager and we had 14 rigs between the States and Canada. And then they folded
up in September of 1982. That's when all the foldups were taking place, and they folded up. But they
didn't go bankrupt, they just folded up.
AK: Yeah.
HM: But very conventionally, the money disappeared and I still have some outstanding bills. But so, then
I went freelance consulting, basically, for Phil Murray that owns Frontier Engineering here, because Phil
and I had, I knew him from Turner Valley in the early days, and then he was with Pacific for a long time.
Him and Kent Burrell. Remember Kent Burrell?
AK: Oh, I've heard of that name.
HM: He was a drilling man with Pacific. I was working with them and in the meantime, my sons ran my
company, then in 19... in the winter of 1984, when I was down in the States... I used to go down there
for health to Arizona, my sons got a contract with China to supply 13 spooler units.
HM: I see.
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HM: And the China had come to us. We never went to them and... because we had built a few spooler
units for some of the other service companies in Canada here, and they'd come to us, and so then in '86
I had go over there and train them how to run these spooler units. And then I come back from there and
basically, I just did some work in the summer time up until two years ago, each summer. And then I'd be
down there for the winter. Did freelance consulting on deep wells and...
AK: Down there?
HM: No, up here.
AK: Oh, I see.
HM: But no (???) yet.
AK: Yeah, I see. So you kind of fitted that in?
HM: Yeah. Because doctors... I'm losing both knees to osteoarthritis. So the doctor said, if you don't quit
them rigs, he said I'll cut your knees off. Because they just fold on me every once in a while, you know.
AK: Is that right? You're comfortable where you are now?
HM: Oh, yeah. Like since I've moved down here and I put a hot tub in my own place.
AK: Yeah.
HM: Well, they told me five years ago I only had three years to go, with these knees. And I've still got
them.
AK: Good.
HM: But so that's basically what I've done through the...
[00:36:06] AK: All right. Now look, I've got to run this Stechko thing past you.
HM: Okay.
AK: And I think maybe the best way is to, well maybe what we can do is, right now is, can you summarize
in say 20, 30 words your philosophy of your, from the time you started as a kid down there at Mahlon's?
And, here you are... you’re retired now pretty well?
HM: Yeah, yeah.
AK: Yeah.
HM: I would say that...
AK: What do you see about the whole panorama, you know?
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HM: As it looks in the future?
AK: Well, yeah. And what you saw about the past, and kind of give me a little philosophy.
HM: One thing that I've never had any problem with, was not looking forward to a day's work. When I
got up in the morning, I enjoyed what I was doing.
AK: Yeah.
HM: And I looked forward to challenge any time and I... repetitiveness I couldn't stand that, I had to
have something new, something that was I willing at any time to take a gamble, didn't matter whether it
was taking a piece of equipment apart because I knew somebody had built it in the first place, to new
methods of doing things once I got my own company. And I'm glad now that I stayed in the industry all
my life. But I, with the way the industry is today, I'm glad I'm out of it.
AK: Yeah, it's a different, it's all different now.
HM: Because we never had such things as Happy Fridays, or... we were just lucky if we got a day off at all
when we (???)
AK: No overtime?
HM: No overtime, and productivity was so much better than it is now. But...
AK: Yeah. Well that was what Vanderley said about bolting these tanks together in Redwater.
HM: Yeah, oh.
AK: How many bolts and how many men it took and how fast that, you know, they worked.
HM: I built a battery one time up at Boundary Lake, and I never seen the battery from the time I started
'till it finished, because I was in the Northwest Territories, Testament, huge gas well up north of Fort
Norman, or Fort Nelson. And a guy by the name of Dutch Komark, he worked for BS&B for years. I had
built a lot of batteries for them around Redwater, and he phoned me every morning at six o'clock and
told me what he'd done the day before and if he had any questions, he'd ask me them and then he'd
report the next day and he built that battery because he knew just the way that I wanted something
built.
AK: Yeah.
HM: We didn't have no blueprints. You know? It was just good old common sense.
AK: Yeah. You got all the staves and everything.
HM: Yeah. And he put the separators in, and the drains in, and they got a Cat and dug the flare pit and it
was all done.
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AK: Right. So you're, I guess you could say that you were innovative and trying to figure out new ways of
doing the same old thing.
HM: That's right.
AK: Yeah.
HM: And there was no bonuses in it or anything like that, you know. You just...
AK: You made your own bonuses.
HM: You made your own bonuses.
AK: Yeah, right.
HM: But we, I think that the people that worked years ago were a lot happier than the ones that are
working today.
AK: Yeah.
HM: There was no gripes, and oh that guy got a better treatment than I did. Everybody got treated the
same way, and that was tough.
[00:39:56] AK: I guess there's one other thing, maybe just talk a very short amount about, is when you
were working in Redwater there were spills of water and that sort of thing. I just wondered, how you
think in looking back on it, whether we're having so much trouble with environment, do you think that
those spills were as bad as they were made out to be, or?
HM: No. No. There was only one real serious spill that, it was a real serious one. It was about 10,000
barrels of water on one piece of Crown land there, that was really bad. And the, Gulf Oil did their best to
try and... they did everything that was known in those days to try and reduce the damage, and it just, it
was real high salinity water, and it really did sterilize that soil. But we'd had oil spills and things and two
years later the crops were just every bit as good on the piece of land that had an oil spill on it.
AK: Oh, yeah. Probably better.
HM: But we paid out a lot of damage claims that wasn't necessary. But in those days, they tried to keep
the goodwill of everybody.
AK: And the farmers that owned...
HM: And the farmers that owned it. And because so many of those farmers, they only had the surface
rights, they didn't have the mineral rights, you know?
AK: Yeah, there was no mineral rights...
HM: No.
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AK: For the farmers.
HM: Just, I think there's three people in Redwater field that has the mineral rights.
AK: Well...
HM: And they were just on half section parcels or something. They weren't, they were ones that had
taken that land before 1905.
AK: Well, that's the story that is not entirely correct, but I'm not going to...
HM: No, no.
AK: I'm not going to get into that. So let's see. Was there anything else that, except for Stechko here. We
can maybe talk about that over a bowl of soup.
HM: Yeah Okay. [00:42:05] There's only one thing. Mr. Harvey, that...
AK: Eric Harvey?
HM: Eric Harvey.
AK: Oh, tell me about him.
HM: Imperial had the contract ??? to complete all their wells.
AK: That's right.
HM: And I was completing a well on Section 31.
AK: Yeah. That's their section.
HM: We had, everybody had to wear a safety helmet and everything, there was signs there, no
admittance and things. And this guy drives up and the next thing, I'm on the, standing behind the driller
there, where we were swabbing and I was standing behind the driller and I see this guy standing in the
doghouse in a suit. And I said, well I don't know who you are, but I said, get the hell out of here, because
I said, this is restricted area. And so he went back to his car, he was driving a big black Cadillac or Lincoln
or something at the time, I forget what it was. So it `was, oh about an hour later, he was still there. So I
come down off the floor and well now just what, you know, what is the problem here with this guy? And
he got out of his car and come over to me and he said, I wish to apologize. And I said, oh. And he said,
yes, he said, I violated the regulations as they are and he said, I don't imagine you know who I am. I said,
no, I don't imagine but I said, I accept your apology. And he said, well, I'm Eric Harvey. He said, I own the
??? So, I didn't back up though.
AK: No.
HM: I stuck to my guns.
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AK: Well sure.
HM: Because he was violating...
AK: Well, isn't that interesting? There you were, looking at the guy with the...
HM: With the millions.
AK: Multi-millions. Yeah.
HM: Yeah, because he made more money than the Alberta Government did that one year.
AK: Oh, yeah. [00:43:57] What about other stories about things like that? Have you got any other...
we’ve got just about two or three minutes of tape.
HM: Not really. We had, there were some awful characters.
AK: Yeah.
HM: It was, but you just can't remember all the...
AK: No, but the one like Kayo...
HM: Yeah.
AK: Is a good example of the drilling types.
HM: Yeah, we had a bank manager there that was kind of a character in town.
AK: Was his name Smith?
HM: Will?? Smith and Jack Haylock.
AK: He came later?
HM: Well, Haylock was with the CIBC and Smith was with the Royal.
AK: Oh, yeah.
HM: Because Smith started the Royal Bank in Maloney's garage.
AK: That's right. And Haylock had his office somewheres else.
HM: Down the street. Just straight down by the old post office where Jim and Anne...
AK: Ewasiuk ???
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HM: Ewasiuk. They run the post office.
AK: Yeah.
HM: It was just a side piece out of their house.
AK: He was a character, was he? Haylock?
HM: Oh, what he couldn't think of, Smith could think of, and they'd get carrying on every once in awhile
and you never knew what the two of them was going to... and they went hunting one time and I think it
was Lloyd McLean's car, Lloyd was a welder there. And he... and that shotgun discharged in the car and
shot a hole through the roof. And Lloyd didn't realize he'd shot a hole in the roof, but he just about
drove into the ditch from the shock. And he got out and just chewed them out. And Smith was
wondering why would, he never mentioned the hole in the roof, and it was about four days later before
Lloyd noticed that there was a hole through the roof of his car. They come over to Maloney's garage,
and he was just frothing at the mouth.
AK: Yeah, right.
HM: And Smith said, well, I thought it was kind of funny you didn't mention it before, you know, said,
here have a drink.
AK: Yeah, I think they were pretty good with the drinks there.
HM: Oh, man.
AK: Well, there it is. That's the end of the tape.
End of Interview
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